
TruQC plays a 
regular role in our 
client’s business. 
Nearly 90% our customers have 
made TruQC an integral part of their 
monthly operations, with a majority 
using it every day.

Our clients continue 
to use TruQC year 
after year. 
TruQC has been around for 7 years. 
And with each passing year, we 
become a more important part of 
our client’s workflows.

TruQC users find the 
app easy to use. 
Training only takes a few hours, and then 
users are set up and ready to incorporate 
TruQC into their day-to-day routine.

84% of respondents 
rated their account 
management as ‘good’ 
or ‘very good.’ 

77% gave the same rating to the training 
they received. Basically, TruQC clients 
appreciate our seamless training and 
account management.

TruQC users value 
our responsive 
customer support. 
And 85% rated it as ‘good’ or ‘very good.’

Clients make use of all 
three training methods 
we o�er.
Nearly 1 in 5 customers surveyed marked 
their “preferred” method of training as a mix 
of all three types we o�er: In-person, online 
or video. 

“We use TruQC to be at the fore-
front of technology and be more 
professional, more organized, use 
less paper, be more productive 
and prompt in the delivery of 
reports to customers. 

– Juan Caballero, Naval & Industrial Solutions 

“This is a great product! 
I begged our management 
team for something like 
that at my last job and they 
gave us a lame substitute. I 
like what you're doing. 
Comprehensive without 
being complicated.
– Richard Musicant
   Alpine Painting & Sandblasting 

Respondents see working 
with TruQC and our team 
as highly valuable. 
We received overwhelmingly positive ratings on the 
value of TruQC. Our clients love our service and 
product — and intend to continue using TruQC as 
they grow and scale their companies.

Learn how we can help 
your team next.
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